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twice of increasing the strain. We have to cross this Empty
Quarter, and I but ride straight on, neither thinking of re-
treat nor thinking of diversion. But look for instance at
Zayid and Salih, who rode ofi just now on the trail of an
Oryx. All day they may ride their beasts after their quarry
and return at nightfall unsuccessful, disheartened and tired.
Then they will chide me for my obstinacy and want to return
to water. That is always your way.
Soon after starting on the day's march and just before
passing from the Abal Khadhim tract into the very similar
bare rolling country of Hadhat al Qata—indeed the only
difference was the scanty appearance of Hadh amidst the
Abal and Alqa—we had come upon the tracks of four Oryx,
and our men lusted to be off after them. Zayid drew up to
me with a cringing request for permission to follow up the
tracks, and I was glad enough to think that I might have
some hours free of his company. To Salih I replied that he
could please himself, and off the pair went at a steady walk
which soon took them out of sight on our flank. 'Ali had
unsuccessfully pleaded for similar liberty. Look you, he had
said untruthfully, we have come to the end of the country
I know. Beyond this there is no guidance in me, but Ibn
Humaiyid knows it all and I can go and seek out an Oryx
for you. I can do without the Oryx, I had replied, and I
want your company. So he rode on sulkily far ahead, while
Farraj danced attendance on me.
An hour later we passed the spot where the advance-party
had prayed and made coffee. It was 9 a.m. and they must
have left the spot barely an hour and a half before, yet over
their fresh tracks lay the still more recent trail of a full-grown
bull Oryx ! That was too much for us all. Lovingly they
read the message of the tracks aloud—how the great beast
had sauntered along from the north cropping a bush here
and there as he passed : how he had stood transfixed for a
moment as he came upon the ploughed-up channel of our
baggage camels : and how finally he had galloped away for
dear life from the scent and signs of danger. 'Ali pleaded
with tears in Ms eyes, and I yielded. Farraj strained
at the leash, and I acquiesced with the reproach that I

